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This Hakol brings together the messages of the season and the joy of community.

Please join us at religious services during the summer months.

The religious school is the heart of a community

of worship and represents the dreams for the

future.  Gan Noar, the TBY religious school

combines active learning with art and language

study to impart a love of  Jewish life to our

children.  Teaching in a religious school is

challenging, and the following introduction from

the Teacher Handbook embodies the

challenges and the excitement of education at

Temple Bat Yam.

 

“The Jewish world has been compared to a

gorgeous tapestry woven with threads and

fabrics varying in color and texture.
On a small scale, our Religious School reflects the rich

variations found within the Jewish community. Members

join our synagogue from a variety of backgrounds and

religious lifestyles.

 

Although we have students who come from families where

both parents are descended from Eastern European Jewish

families who have been eating gefilte fish on Shabbat and

fasting on Yom Kippur for centuries, many of our students

have very different families of origin. A number of the

children we teach have one parent who is a Jew-by-Choice,

who may not have chosen to immerse in a mikvah or taken

on halachic practices, a parent who is not yet Jewish, or a

parent who is a firm believer of another religious faith.

Some of our children are from a Sephardic background and

hold a different set of customs.
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As teachers at a Reform synagogue, we are committed

to holding all of our students as full-fledged members of

the Jewish community, whether or not their Judaism

resembles our own personal histories or practices. Our

students have parents who have agreed to raise them

as Jews and provide them with a liberal Jewish

education. Our students need to know that they can

love and honor both of their parents, and that the

decision to give them access to their Jewish heritage is

a precious gift. The Temple counts on the Religious

School teachers to be sensitive to the realities of our

students’ lives and to be respectful of the decisions of

their parents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you discuss Jewish practice, you may wish to let

students know that although some Jewish people

choose to keep certain ritual practices, not all Jewish

people do. We welcome lively and respectful religious

discussions. Prickly issues regarding Jewish identity

may arise in your classes, and you can seek assistance

in fielding questions by asking Rabbi Spey or Cantor

Lindenbaum to stop by your class. We realize that each

of us is a Jew-by-Choice, and that each of us makes

deeply personal decisions regarding the Jewish

practices we find meaningful. Our role at Gan Noar is to

nourish young minds with lessons about whom they are

and where they come from. We can show them the

beauty we find in exploring our Jewish tradition and

even in struggling with it. May this be a year filled with

discovery and sensitivity!”

It's much too complicated. Visit your local Trader Joe's or

Costco for really good blintzes and simply enjoy.

Shavuot Cheese Blintz Recipe
Instructions

Join us to celebrate Shavuot, June 8,
with blintzes and study

* Shavuot is held 50 days after the

 2nd evening of Passover

 

* It was traditionally a festival for the 

spring harvest of grain

 

* But 50 days after Passover, it commemorates the

giving of the Torah on Mount Sinai, 7 weeks after the

exodus from Egypt.

 

* It is customary to eat dairy foods on Shavuot, but the

origin of this tradition isn’t clear.

 

* Although some communities celebrate with an all night

study session, the one at TBY on June 8 will be much

shorter.

Did you know?

Services at TBY will be on Saturday, June 8 at 7 pm
and on Sunday June 9 at 10:30.



On May 7, our Gan Noar students were visited by Israeli teens and adults from our partner city of Nesher, Israel. 

 Nesher is located just south of Haifa, and next to beautiful Carmel Mountain National Park. It is known throughout

Israel for its scenic hanging bridges that span the deep channel of Nahal Katia. 

 

We were privileged to hear from Israeli teens and adults about their time served in the Israeli army. They reflected on

what it is like to defend their country and go through the army with friends. They also shared a tragic story about losing

a friend in battle. The TBY students were engaged, attentive, and received a better understanding of life in the Israeli

army. We learned that all Israelis go into the army at age 18 and do not attend college until their required time has

been fulfilled.

 

Our visitors discussed life after the army: finding a job that one can enjoy and raising a family. Our Nesher

representatives also shared the deep emotions they felt during Yom HaZikaron, the Israeli Memorial Day, May 7.  For

an Israeli citizen it is a time to reflect on the past, focus on the present, and work towards the future to ensure peace is

found. We look forward to more time with our partners in the years to come.

A Visit From Our Nesher Partners

Passover at TBY
More than 120 TBY members and their families and

friends joined together with Rabbi Spey and Cantor

Lindenbaum for a community seder in the social hall. 

Together the community celebrated the story of

Passover and its ongoing relevance for our lives.

Read Rabbi Spey's Blog this Summer Including a Visit to Nesher



These comments are edited from the Rabbi’s report at the

Temple Bat Yam Annual meeting, May 23, 2019. 

 

At the High Holy Days, I shared that I have been doing

some wood working in my leisure time. As I embarked on

my last project, I realized that there are many parallels

between furniture making and leading a congregation. 

 

Before beginning a project, it is important to identify a

need. If I build a table, there will have to be a place to put

the table, or it will just be in the way. Similarly, before we

embark on a new program or venture, we need to identify

the need. Sometimes the need is to replace something

that has lived out its useful life. 

 

Take for example our tallit rack. It was donated may years

ago, served us well. While it still functions to hold our

tallitot, is it still able to do so in a manner that is in keeping

with our core mission of living as Jewishly as well as we

can? Is it just adequate or does it enhance our

appreciation of Jewish traditions and practices? Does it

reflect our community’s embrace of our ritual traditions

with the respect and beauty we feel? Similarly, we have to

look at all our endeavors at Bat Yam with the same

scrutiny.

 

After taking a hard look at our tallit rack, we can see

replacement may be the natural next step. Having made

that decision, the next step is to identify the goals and

purposes of the replacement. Now this is much easier with

a tallit rack, than with a program or an employee. This

year, and in the year to come, we have dealt with change.

We have, with gratitude, bade farewell to many people

who have made TBY great. Pepe Lasseur and I remain

from the past and we have welcomed Arnie Pittler as new

President of the Board of Directors. 

 

As the world and East Fort Lauderdale have changed, so

have the needs of Temple Bat Yam evolved. Our

relationship with the preschool that has leased space from

us will be ending. Given our need to create a center for

Jewish Living on the East Side, we have decided to

partner with the David Posnack Jewish Community

Center’s nationally recognized and award winning Early

Childhood Center and build something new. 

 

When I decided to build a new Tallit rack, I had to envision

the goals (to hold Tallitot), to be an asset to the

congregation and display the respect for our traditions our

community holds so dear. 

Chazak,Chazak, V'Nitchazek | From Strength to Strength
 Taking those goals, I planned, researched, sketched,

and did it all again until I had a plan that I felt would

achieve those goals. This process does not compare to

the work and dedication that have been displayed by

Jerry Baer, Len Weiselberg, Carey Fisher and others in

planning, revising, and negotiating to come up with a

plan to bring us into a new era of Temple Bat Yam.

While that was going on, Autumn Sheridan, Temple

Administrator, was busily working with Marc Egort,

Treasurer, and Terri Voss, Board Secretary, to bring our

front office up to contemporary best practices. Cantor

Lindenbaum and Scott London were diligently at work to

shepherd our Religious School, B’nai Mitzvah program,

and Ritual life into the future. Under the guidance of

Arnie Pittler and with the generosity of Darran Blake, we

have adapted to the changing of security needs our

community. All the while, we are evaluating our plans

against our goals to ensure that we are headed in the

right direction. And this process will continue. 

 

At one point when I thought I was 75% done with the

tallit rack, I showed it to my wife. In our individual,

professional, and communal lives, we all need those

people who with love and concern for our best interest

can tell us the truth. Dara’s comment was, why is it

taking so much time to put together that pile of sticks? 

 

Continued on page 6
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She was correct. So with big changes and small tweaks, I

went back to work. And while there are mistakes, some that

you may see and others that only I know about, I

endeavored to complete the rack for the Annual Meeting. 

 

Like the changes that Temple Bat Yam will engage in the

years to come, there are still some tweaks that need to

happen. However, the tallit rack was complete enough to

share for the Annual Meeting. It is with great pleasure that I

present the gift of this tallit rack to the congregation on the

eve of my 10th anniversary with the congregation and the

hope of many more to come. Always a special thanks to

Dara, Quin, and Ani for their continued support through this

chaotic and challenging year. And as we prepare to tackle

the projects that lay ahead of us, I take lessons from my

hobby to bring to Bat Yam to help us navigate these new

waters: lessons of starting over, patience, attentive listening,

and continued improvement. I pray that as we head into our

next chapter and continue to experiment, let us not be afraid

to fail as we seek success. As we strive for growth in

numbers, let us not forget to deepen our relationships with

each other. As we may experience some pain and

discomfort with our transitions, may we reach out with

compassion and comfort each other. With the support and

help of our friends and families, we build upon our strong

foundation toward a bright, vital, and long future.

Summer and Fall at TBY
 

Shabbat services will continue throughout the summer on Friday nights at 7:30 pm and on Saturday mornings at

10:30 am.  Weekly leadership will be shared by Rabbi Spey, Cantor Lindenbaum and lay leaders.  Rabbi Spey will

travel in June and July but will be back in August. 

 

Tuesday Study will meet Tuesday July 9, July 16 and July 23 with Cantor Lindenbaum.  The classes will be on the

History of Torah Reading: from Moses to Modernity.   How did Torah reading as we know it now evolve, and how did

people learn how to read the Torah and how to chant it consistently.

 

Sisterhood Monday Games Galore will be held each week at 10:30 am at the Temple for Mah Jongg and Cards,

lunch and fun.  The Sisterhood Book Group will meet on Sunday, June 23 at 11 am 

to discuss The Tattooist of Auschwitz.
 

Dine around the World will be held on Sunday, June 23 at 6:30 pm for Pizza on the Beach at Plaza South Condo,

4280 Galt Ocean Drive.  Bring your own beverage, but glass is not allowed.  Park in lot near beach and enter through

gate. Contact Kathalyn Haimo 954-224-3098 to register.

 

Next fall’s Tuesday Study with Rabbi Spey at 10:30 am will focus on Torah Gems: traditional and Hasidic

commentary on verses from the Torah.
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TBY: Families, Funds and the Future

Having the difficult conversations
The Early Learning Center, when open in

mid 2020, will provide education and

afterhours care for children 3 months to 5

years of age. Architectural renderings of the

school by Radakovich Architects of West

Palm Beach will be on display at TBY.

 

We thank the members of TBY for your

dues, enhanced dues, and contributions

during our Kol Nidre appeal.  We are

working to establish a culture of

philanthropy, within our TBY community, as

we raise funds for operating costs, while

also fundraising for the school project and

trying to grow our endowment through

legacy giving.

 

There big challenges for our small

community. We know that money doesn’t

grow on trees. So please, bring your friends

to services and to events and help us inspire

them to become members of TBY. Please

donate to make the preschool a reality.

Volunteer to help Len Weiselberg with

fundraising. And if you can, donate to TBY’s

operating budget, through enhanced dues

Also, consider joining the Ner Tamid society,

by making a legacy gift to TBY, in your will,

trust, and retirement funds

The High Holidays at the Broward Center were a great

success. The Passover Seder at TBY was filled to

capacity. But like many other congregations throughout the

country, TBY struggles to keep members and to make

ends meet. Membership has declined as some members

have moved, members have died, and others have chosen

not to affiliate. With each membership loss, it gets harder

to afford the things that make TBY great.

 

This year, TBY, like many other congregations, is

operating at a deficit.  At the Annual Meeting, membership

approved borrowing from our endowment for the next few

years to cover the deficit.

 

The TBY Board has discussed both budget and

membership.  Careful review of work with vendors and

contractors has resulted in reduced costs. A new financial

system, implemented by Mark Egort, will make tracking

expenses more efficient.

 

The Board and Committees have taken great steps to

recruit and retain members. The Religious School brings in

members as families celebrate together and Scott London

and Cantor Eric Lindeman are doing a great job bringing

new ideas to Gan Noar. Sisterhood, led by Joan Sternberg

and Lois Pittler, has developed creative

programming to keep the women of TBY learning and

connecting. The Brotherhood has been revitalized and a 

Brotherhood event is in the planning.   The Membership

committee, chaired by Kathalyn Haimo, is building

community with monthly “Dinners around the World.”

 

The boldest idea to keep TBY vibrant and filled with

families is the development of a new preschool, in

collaboration with the David Posnack JCC. The TBY Early

Learning Center looks like a Win-Win project: not only will

the school be profitable for TBY, but also families will feel

comfortable continuing to come to TBY for community and

worship. With one big donor on board, and a commitment

of donations from 100% of Board members, we are getting

excited about the dream becoming a reality. But if we don’t

raise funds, the school will need to be financed with

borrowed funds

 

If Money Grew on Trees



MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC

It is music that often defines a Jewish service - the traditional chants or the newer folk

melodies. At TBY, it s often traditional chants done with a blues beat from our band, L’Dor

vDor, from Generation to Generation. TBY’s musical members have been celebrating with

music, singing and dancing for decades, and the music brings a great energy to Shabbat

worship. 

 

On Sunday, May 19, the members and friends of TBY got together for an outdoor concert by the

Magic Bus Band, led by member Sheldon Voss. The band played oldies but goodies from the 60s,

70s and 80s, while concert-goers enjoyed dancing, singing and just being mellow.

Temple Bat Yam Has Burial Plots available at Star of David Cemetery

Please Contact the the office for Details


